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The new Upper Palaeolithic mammoth site at Halich (Ukraine)
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Abstract. The Halich 1 site, discovered in 1988, was first excavated in the year 2000. The 
site has yielded 151 mammoth bones and 105 flint artefacts. The cultural materials date 
between 24 ky and 14 ky, and may be connected with Epigravettian culture. Halich was 
probably a mammoth-butchering locus or a kill-butchering site.
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The recently discovered Upper Palaeolithic mammoth site of Halich (=Halić in SYTNIK et al.
1999) (NW Ukraine; 49°7’ N, 24°43’ E) was discovered by M. B a n d ry v s k i  in 1988. In 1997 S y tn ik  
(S y tn ik  et al. 1999) began study of the site. Halich 1 lies on the Halich Hill, on a high terrace of the 
Dniester River’s right bank. Archaeological and paleontological field studies were started in the 
year 2000. Three trenches were excavated, covering 65 square meters. Directly below a recent an- 
thropogenically altered soil, Upper Pleistocene loess mixed with Holocene deposits (the upper 
loess) were encountered. Flint artefacts were found in this layer, derived probably from a now de
stroyed part of the site. Below this layer was another loess containing a 10-20 cm thick Upper Pa
laeolithic cultural deposit (Fig. 1). This loess, a rather homogeneous silty-sandy sediment containing 
small fragments of charcoal, flint artefacts, and mammoth bones, is correlated with the Rovno inter
phase within the Valdaian/Vistulian loess. Below this are other silty-sandy deposits and an intersta
dial soil of the Dubno type ( B o g u ts k iy  et al. 2000).

The site has yielded 151 remains of woolly mammoth, Mammuthus primigenius (B lu m e n  - 
b a c h ,  1799) (Fig. 2). The bone assemblage includes 38 rib fragments and 19 vertebral fragments. 
Notable is the presence of six nearly complete cervical vertebrae and two fragments of sacrum. 
Long bones at the site included two fragments of femur, two radius bones, three unfused tibia
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